
Activities and Ideas for Learning Through Play 
 

I tried to teach my child with books. 
He gave me only puzzled looks. 

 
I tried to teach my child with words. 
They passed him by often unheard. 

 
Despairingly, I turned aside. 

"How shall I teach this child?" I cried. 
 

Into my hand he put the key 
"Come," he said, "play with me." 

Author unknown 

Top Tips Before We Start 

Remember that it is absolutely fine if you are not creating amazing activities to do with your child all 
the time. They will also learn a huge amount by quietly playing with their toys on their own. 

Similarly reading to and with your child is really important, and can be a fantastic opportunity for 
some really special time together, but having books available that they can pick up and look at on 
their own will help develop that really important love of reading far more than being made to sit still 
and listen to a story when they might not be in the mood. 

Activities will go wrong! You will spend ages planning something you think will be amazing and they 
just won’t be interested in it. It’s annoying but it’s normal and it isn’t your child’s fault!  

Mess will happen- accept it, embrace it, and cover as much as you can in newspaper! But also, if 
you don’t have the right space for messy play or you find it just too stressful don’t worry, they can do 
all of that when they get to school or nursery. 

Remember that young children do not have a long attention span, this is normal. Just gently 
encourage them to concentrate for as long as they can and this will increase. If you force them to 
stay at an activity for longer than they are able to they will get frustrated and what was a positive 
learning experience will become a battle and something they don’t want to do again. 

Remember that creative activities should be about exploring and using their own imagination. It 
doesn’t matter if they don’t create a recognisable picture, or they decide to just spread black paint 
over their page; they are experiencing, learning, exploring, and creating. If they are always told that 
they have to draw a cow like this, or use this colour for the flower, or ‘that’s enough now you will 
spoil it’ they just learn ‘my ideas aren’t good enough and an adult needs to always guide me.’ 



Praise, praise, praise and then praise a little bit more. Be specific in your praise- ‘I love the colours 
you’ve chosen’, ‘You made that tower so tall, well done’, ‘you got lots of those colours right, you 
didn’t know that many last week, well done’, ‘I love cuddling with you reading stories’, ‘well done for 
trying so hard, that was tricky’. 

Be curious about what they are doing and ask questions (not too many or they may get annoyed) 
‘tell me about your picture?’, ‘How high is your tower?’, ‘What colour is your car going to be?’ 

Have Fun! 

Playdough 

Making playdough is great, as it is a fun activity to do with the children and then they have the 
playdough to play with for a week or so afterwards. 

Homemade Playdough Recipe 

Ingredients 

● 1 cup plain flour 

● 2 tsp cream of tartar 

● 1/2 cup table salt 

● 1 tbsp cooking oil Olive oil or vegetable oil 

● 1 cup water 

● food colouring 

Instructions 

1. In a large bowl, combine all of your dry ingredients (flour, salt, cream of tartar) and mix well. 

2. Mix food colouring with your water first. Then add the vegetable oil and coloured water to a 
large saucepan, mix together. 

3. Add the dry ingredients to your pot and mix well. 

4. Cook over low to medium heat until the dough starts to form and becomes dry. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0001M119G/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=lifisalul-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B0001M119G&linkId=db6db6a2133d3904f61763e9adccab3d


5. Once it starts to form a ball together and looks fully cooked, take off the heat. Let the dough 
cool first before touching (but playing with slightly warm dough is lovely!) 

6. Once cool, knead the dough for 5 minutes to make the dough soft. You can add scents, 
glitter or textures like broken spaghetti at this stage if you want to make the dough more 
interesting 

7. Alternatively, put your mixed wet and dry ingredients into a microwave safe bowl and 
microwave for short bursts, stirring between each burst until the dough begins to form. 

8. If your dough is not soft, continue kneading for another 5 minutes. If you find it is still too dry 
add a little bit more oil and knead in.  

9. Store in a sealed container or plastic bag. 

Playdough activities 

Playing with dough is great for children’s fine motor skills, which they need to develop before we can 
start learning to write. Anything that involves them using a pincer grip (pinching things between their 
thumb and first finger) is great to help them develop the strength to write later on. 

● You could make a big hedgehog with lots of spikes pinched out on its back 

● Use rollers and cutters 

● Make letter shapes in the dough or from the dough 

● Make animals or food shapes from the dough  

● Find things around the house you can use to make patterns in the dough 

● Stick things like flowers or twigs into the dough to make a sculpture 

Threading 

Threading is another fantastic activity to support concentration and fine motor skills. You can buy 
threading sets but tube pasta and string is perfect for this. You may also be able to find beads or 
buttons and shoelaces (make sure they are not too small and they are supervised so they don’t put 
them in their mouth) The children could make a necklace, or a snake, or just see how long they can 
make their threading. 

Peg games 



Activities with clothes pegs are great, as they come in lots of different colours and they strengthen 
that pincer movement that children need to develop. You can get different coloured cups or bowls 
and ask your child to peg the same coloured pegs around the outside, you could create cards with 
numbers on and ask the children to peg the right number of pegs onto the cards. You could 
challenge them to pick up small items with the pegs and put them into the bowls. 

Treasure hunts 

Treasure hunts are a great way to get children moving and learning without the realising what you 
are doing. They can happen indoors or outside. 

For example you can teach colours/shapes and numbers by asking…. 

Can you find me something green? 

Can you find me 3 yellow things? 

Can you find me something round? 

You could also go into the garden or go on a nature walk with a list of things to either collect or spot 
e.g. 

● A really big leaf 

● A really small leaf (using language about size or position in your games is great learning for 
your child) 

● A feather 

● An interesting rock 

● A straight stick 

● A really tall tree 

● 3 birds 

● A yellow flower 

Cooking 



Getting children interested in food and cooking early on is a great way to make sure they are good 
eaters when they are older and support lots of skills around listening and following instructions, 
maths and fine motor skills. 

Make sandwiches- really simple but buttering bread, counting slices, putting filling ‘on top’ or ‘inside’ 
is all good learning. If cutting the sandwiches is too tricky then they could use fun cookie cutters to 
cut their sandwich into shape. 

Fruit kebabs- have lots of different fruit that they can help you to chop, and then they can thread it 
onto skewers to make kebabs (or snakes) 

Chocolate crispy cakes- melt chocolate, stir in rice crispies or cornflakes (and anything else like 
marshmallows or dried fruit you like) and spoon into cake cases then chill. Messy, simple, tasty fun! 

Get them to help with dinner, there are lots of simple jobs they can help you do without getting close 
to anything hot, sprinkling cheese on top of something before it goes into the oven, tearing up herb 
leaves, stirring, weighing, chopping, rolling etc. 

Messy Play 

Mix cornflour and water together to a thick liquid and pour into a tray, you may need to experiment 
with the mix of cornflour and water, but when you get it right you will have a mixture that when under 
pressure (e.g. being rolled in your hand) will be solid, and when left will become liquid again. It is 
absolutely fascinating to play with and definitely one the adults enjoy as much as the children. It is 
often called gloop, or ooblick and behaves this way as it is a non-newtonian liquid. 

Filling a deep tray with anything like cold cooked or dry pasta, rice, sand, water etc. is great fun to 
play with. Hide toys in there and just explore the sensations. 

Have a water fight in the garden, save a couple of clean spray bottles or washing up liquid bottles 
and use them to squirt and spray each other. 

Not Too Messy Messy Play 

Take a pot of water and a paintbrush into the garden and ‘paint’ on the fence or walls. Watch the 
picture fade as the sun dries it and then start again. 

Dab different colours of paint onto a tray and then cover with cling film, or squeeze paint into a 
Ziploc bag and get rid of the air before sealing, make patterns in the paint through the plastic, use a 
finger to create letters or shapes. If you want to you can take a print on a piece of paper at the end. 

Collect lots of pebbles, shells, twigs, leaves etc. and use them to create a placed picture (no glue). 
This is great as it isn’t about creating an end product, it is about moving the objects around in a 



creative way. You can make random patterns or a picture. At the end snap a photo and clear them 
all away for another day. 

Chalk pictures onto your walls or paving stones outside, or on large darkly coloured pieces of paper 
inside. 

A Few Different Ways With Paint 

As well as painting with a paintbrush there are loads of ways to get creative with paint. 

Finger or hand painting (or if you are feeling brave put large pieces of paper onto the floor and try 
feet painting) 

Potato prints- cut a potato in half and then use a knife to create a shape on the flat side of the potato 
dipped into paint to print shapes and patterns. 

Printing shapes- find items of different shapes around the house and use them to make prints. 
Cotton reels, small toys, bottle tops etc. can work well. Toilet rolls can be bent into different shapes 
and used to print with too. 

Bubble painting- if you are confident that your child can blow through a straw when instructed, 
without accidentally sucking, bubble painting is great. Mix paint, water and washing up liquid into a 
bowl and blow through a straw to make bubbles. Gently rest a piece of paper on top of the bubbles 
to take a really pretty print. 

Marble painting- Put a piece of paper into a tray with sides (old baking trays can work well for this). 
Dip a marble into some paint and then roll it around on the paper to make a pattern. 

Tyre painting- If you have a toy car with wheels that have a good tread (pattern) on them try rolling 
them into a saucer of paint and then rolling it over a piece of paper to make really cool tyre track 
patterns. 

Play With Boxes 

Boxes are the best thing ever! The bigger the better and if a child can fit into one then they can have 
hours of fun! Small boxes can be decorated and used as a garage for cars, farm or zoo buildings for 
animals, houses, caves etc. they can be stacked, turned into a plane or lorry, or stacked up to build 
structures. Big boxes can be decorated and can be a den or play house, or a rocket ship or car and 
can develop so much imagination in a child. 

Make a Den 

This can happen inside and out and is another activity where they can create it with you, and then 
continue to play with it afterwards. Get lots of spare sheets, duvet covers, blankets etc. and hang 



them over a table, or arrange some chairs to hang them between, or use a washing line or clothes 
horse, or use the sofa and the sofa cushions. Pegs are useful to hold things together. Fill the den 
with cushions and books and watch how much more fun reading becomes! 

Games 

There is so much potential for learning in almost all games as your child needs to understand rules, 
learn the skills of taking turns and being patient, learn that sometimes you win, and sometimes you 
lose and that both of those are ok. 

Hide and seek is great fun to play inside. 

I Spy is great for language and listening skills and can be adapted for any age. One person chooses 
something they can see and says ‘I spy with my little eye, something beginning with (any letter) and 
the other people playing have to guess it. The person who guesses gets to be the next person to 
‘spy’. For younger children who don’t know their letters yet you could spy colours ‘I spy with my little 
eye, something which is… (blue)’ and they have to guess what it is.  

Memory game- put 5-10 (depending on the age of your child) items onto a tray and let your child 
look at them. The when your child looks away or covers their eyes, take an item away and see if 
they can remember what it was. Let your child test you too! 

Balloon tennis- blow up some balloons and bat them backwards and forwards with your hands. Play 
‘keepy uppy’ and see how many times you can hit it before it touches the ground. Or launch lots of 
balloons into the air at the same time and try to keep them up, once a balloon touches the floor it is 
out. The game ends when they all touch the floor. 

Toys 

Keep an eye on your toys at home to make sure they are still age appropriate for your child and give 
them enough challenge. Look out for bargains in charity shops or sales websites. Try not to fall into 
the trap of ‘boy’s toys’ and ‘girl’s toys’ as your child can make their own mind up about what they are 
interested in.  

Aim for a mix of  

● Imaginative play (small world like figures, animals, cars etc. and role play like dolls, ‘cooking’ 
toys, shopping toys, dressing up etc.) 

● Construction like Duplo, stickle bricks etc.  

● Books  

● Games like matching pairs or simple bingo games 



● Puzzles 

Don’t be concerned if your child has toys they play with all the time or a particular interest in on 
thing. This will change naturally over time and they will still be learning from it. In fact getting to know 
their interests can help you engage them in other activities. For example a child who is obsessed 
with cars could read lots of books about cars, make tyre marks in the paint, use boxes to make a 
garage, learn counting and colours by sorting their cars, help you to wash your car in the garden, 
draw pictures of cars etc. 


